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1. Introduction

eSports has been defined as sports competitions conducted with an electronic system and technological immersion in an

organized and structured environment . In general, eSports is organized around specific game genres, such as

multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA; e.g., League of Legends or Dota 2), player versus player (PvP; e.g., Street

Fighter), real-time strategy (RTS; e.g., Warcraft or StarCraft), first-person shooter (FPS; e.g., Counter-Strike), or sports

games (e.g., the NBA 2K series) . Like other traditional sports, the main goal of eSports games is to defeat one’s

opponent to achieve victory . eSports games require solid and stable cognitive responses during decision making and

strategic planning . Therefore, practice is vital for eSports players to advance their performance. Moreover, to fully

occupy the functions of the mouse and keyboard, eSports games involve numerous fine motor skills that require the

control of small muscle groups, especially the fingers . However, scholars have argued against eSports as a form of

sport due to its perceived lack of physicality for a long time . More recently, scholars have gradually considered eSports

to be a form of sport, as it is a highly structured activity that requires physical execution to determine a competitive

outcome . It should be noted that eSports and traditional sports are primarily different in two main aspects:

equipment and environment . The equipment of eSports is primarily a human-computer interface, and eSports

happens within electronic systems instead of the real world .

The eSports industry has become one of the fastest-growing industries globally in the past decade due to the increased

prevalence of various online games and improved live streaming technology . According to an eSports market

report , the value of the global eSports market surpassed USD 1 billion in 2021 and is projected to grow to over USD

1.6 billion by 2024. The rapid development of eSports has been fueled by its numerous participants, various tournaments,

increasing audience, and high media coverage. For example, the largest eSports game, League of Legends, has over 100

million active players every month . Meanwhile, recently there have been more than 9000 eSports tournaments

worldwide . Moreover, the global eSports audience is expected to increase from 593.2 million in 2019 to 920.3 million in

2024, representing a 9.2% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) . In addition, the increasing media exposure of

eSports generates revenue from advertising and sponsorships. A 2019 report projected that spending on sponsorships

and advertising in the eSports market in North America would increase from USD 124 million in 2017 to over USD 634

million in 2023, reflecting a CAGR of 31.3% . This indicates that the eSports industry has been expanding and

developing rapidly in recent years. Recently, eSports has been officially accepted as a form of sport in over 60 countries

. This has attracted many prestigious international sports clubs (e.g., F.C. Barcelona) to branch out into eSports by

sponsoring and sending their teams to play in various virtual sports tournaments, such as the Pro Evolution Soccer 2018

gaming championship . Furthermore, eSports will be introduced as an official sports event at the Asian Games 2022,

which will serve to energize eSports development in Asia .

Given the rapid development and expansion of the eSports industry, scholars from various disciplines have started to pay

increasing attention to eSports research . For example, scholars in the fields of informatics have explored human-

computer interactions as well as users’ motivations to view and participate in eSports competitions . Moreover,

psychologists have investigated the impact of eSports on individuals’ psychological and behavioral outcomes, such as

mental health or addiction . In addition, sports management scholars have discussed and debated the role of

eSports in the discipline of sports management and provided research opportunities and directions . These

examples indicate that eSports is a multidisciplinary topic that attracts the interest of many scholars from different
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disciplines. Moreover, it should be noted that these scholars applied the knowledge in their research fields (e.g.,

informatics, psychology, or sports management) to explore eSports from various perspectives.

Due to the increasing interest in eSports from scholars, it is not surprising to see a surge of publications relevant to

eSports in recent years . Specifically, scholars have gradually recognized eSports as a new and emerging topic and

invested increasing efforts into eSports research . Although the number of publications in eSports continues to grow

rapidly, little is known about the comprehensive and quantitative reviews that exclusively focus on eSports research. To

ensure the sustainable development of eSports research, it is necessary to understand its status quo, evolution, and

theoretical advancement. Many scholars have used bibliometric analysis to evaluate the growing number of publications

and provide a comprehensive profile and research network of a given field . This

technique is often used to examine performance metrics related to authors, journals, institutions, and countries as well as

to map the structure of a research field and unpack the relationships between its subfields . Ultimately, the

findings of bibliometric analysis can advance theoretical development and provide directions for the sustainable

development of research in a specific field .

2. Bibliometric Analysis

Bibliometric analysis was conducted to achieve the research purposes. The term “bibliometrics” was originally defined by

Pritchard  as the “application of mathematics and statistical methods to books and other media of communication” (p.

349). More recently, bibliometric analysis has been used as a statistical approach for investigating the academic literature

in a focal field by quantitatively assessing publications’ bibliographic information, such as the author name, title, source

title, and affiliation, and this technique has been widely used to understand the structure, evolution, and trend of a given

scientific domain . Due to the objective and quantitative nature of the bibliographic information of publications

acquired in digital databases, this technique allows researchers to generate a highly reliable and quality review through its

systematic, transparent, and reproducible analytic process .

According to Noyons et al. , there are two primary procedures in bibliometric analysis: performance analysis and

science mapping. First, performance analysis is used to assess performance by calculating the number of publications by

authors, institutions, universities, and countries . Moreover, performance analysis involves examining the contributions

of the authors, publications, countries, and affiliations involved (e.g., ). More specifically, this technique, which is

descriptive in nature, is regarded as the standard practice of bibliometric studies for presenting the performance of various

features in different fields . In this study, the average citations per publication were also calculated as an indicator to

reflect the relative importance of publications, authors, journals, institutions, and countries . In addition, the Citescore

values provided by Scopus were used to indicate the quality of the journals .

Second, science mapping is a graphical representation of research fields and subfields . This technique can

map the evolution and structure of a research field as well as visualize its thematic networks and relationships between its

subfields. In particular, this technique focuses on the intellectual interactions and structural linkages between research

constituents (e.g., authors, institutions, countries, and journals) . In this study, three types of co-citation analysis were

conducted. First, a co-citation analysis on cited references was performed to understand the structure of the cited

references in the focal field. Second, a co-citation analysis on cited authors was performed to identify influential authors

by estimating the citation records. Third, a co-citation analysis on cited journals was conducted to understand the

relationships between scientific journals in a specific area . These co-citation analyses assume that publications

frequently cited together are similar thematically , and the results of a series of co-citation analyses can reflect how

researchers attach to specific references, authors, and journals, indicating the development and trend of a given scientific

area . In addition, co-occurrence analysis was conducted to analyze the words that frequently co-occur in the

publications to understand the thematic relationships . This technique is useful for supplementing co-citation

analysis and forecasting future research in the field .

In recent years, bibliometric analysis has been widely employed to investigate the development of a given scientific area,

such as tourism and sustainability , green innovation , risk management , entrepreneurship , and

COVID-19 research . Although Zhang  conducted a bibliometric analysis in 2012, it should be noted that the

study was conducted in the early stages of eSports research , and the scope was limited to a Chinese digital

database (China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI)). Therefore, to address the gap and limitations in the extant

literature and gain a comprehensive understanding of eSports research, the present study adopted bibliometric analysis to

investigate the up-to-date knowledge of eSports research and the sustainable development of future eSports research.
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3. Data Source and Collection

Data were collected in June 2021 from Scopus, which is developed by Elsevier. Scopus is one of the largest abstract and

citation databases, covering more than 24,600 active titles (peer-reviewed journals, book, trade publications, and articles

in process) and over 5000 publishers. It has been regarded as one of the most widely recognized and reliable databases

. Compared with the Web of Science databases, Scopus is known for covering more categories and articles

. Various studies have used the Scopus database as the main source for conducting bibliometric analysis 

. Moreover, it should be noted that using a single database is recommended, as this can minimize the likelihood of

potential human errors . Therefore, the Scopus database was deemed to be adequate for bibliometric analysis.

As a next step, the literature search was conducted using the keyword “eSport” to search within the “Article Title, Abstract,

Keywords.” The initial search generated 647 publications. Following the guidelines of previous studies , the initially

generated studies were limited to articles or reviews and those published in English, leading to a total of 305 studies being

extracted. After screening the studies, those for which the source was “Apunts Medicina De L’Esport” (Apunts Sports

Medicine in English) were excluded from the list as they were not relevant to eSports. As a result, the literature search

finally identified 260 studies published between 2010 and 2021, which were included for bibliometric analysis using

VOSviewer.
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